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1.1 Introduction 
 
This report quantifies some of the 
displacements needed for the assessment of 
field quality issues for the Transport Solenoids 
(TS) of the MECO magnet system. The 
Production solenoid and Detector Solenoid 
(DS) have been addressed in work by Matteo 
Salvetti and Alexey Radovinsky. The work 
described here is to be used as a suggested 
“template” for insuring that the field quality of 
the MECO experiment will meet the 
experiment’s physics requirements.  This must 
be shown, assuming a reasonable set of manufacturing tolerances, material property variations, and any 
other effects that might cause a deviation from the baseline field distribution.  The intent of the work 
performed for the conceptual design activity (CDA) was to support the feasibility of the magnetic design. 
The stress analysis was intended to support space allocation and was not intended to replace qualification 
of the component details that will result from final design. However the first task of establishing a method  
to address field quality issues, is to have a model that predicts stresses to confirm feasibility, and predicts 
geometry changes that result from the expected variation in properties and behavior of the magnet system. 
This is used for a first order correction in either the manufacture or final adjustment in the field. This has 
required an update of the CDA model to include the complete structure of the TS, it’s supports and the 
cryostat structure. Again this is not intended to replace final design analyses, but is intended to illustrate the 
 
Figure 1.1-1 The MECO Magnet System 
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modeling needed for this generation of the  TS analysis.  The CDA model excluded some elements and 
made some simplifications in the loading for conservatism in stress and component sizing.  
 .  The toroidally shaped transport solenoid (TS)  responds differently than the straight solenoid 
configuration used for the production solenoid and detector solenoid. There are large centering forces, i.e. 
forces aligned along the major radius of the toroid. The cold mass supports transfer the centering loads at 
three discrete locations, and this induces significant bending related deflections. This report provides maps 
of  the nominal  loaded deformations of the upper and lower transport solenoids. These could be used to 
compensate for the operational deflections  by fabrication of the TS with corresponding negative 
deformations. The cold mass supports are adjustable, and there may be some simple initial “skew” in 
position of the TS as set by the cold mass support adjustment, that would be a compromise between the 
complex manufacturing task of building in a negative displacement profile, and not making any correction 
at all. 
 
1.2 Summary of Results 
 
    This report provides Transport Solenoid (TS) deformations for variations in construction, and modeling 
assumptions. These would be used in the field quality calculations as differences between the altered design 
parameters and the nominal. If the nominal displacements are small, and have a minimal effect on the field 
quality, then there may not be any need for elaborate geometric corrections.   Results are presented in Excel 
plot form. These files are intended to be a part of this  report and can be provided by request. These are in 
the form: postxxa.xls for the equatorial plane coil displacements and postxxb.xls for the displacements of 
the top and bottom locations of the coils. The run numbers are designated by “xx”. Descriptions of the run 
numbers are included in the Run Log in section 4.4. Each excel file begins with a zero load case, then 
Lorentz loads only then deadweight loads only, then cooldown loads only, then all loading superimposed 
within ANSYS. The model is non-linear, and there is some deviation from superposition due to the mid-
span cold mass support. This is discussed in section 8.0. Some suggestions for assessing the field quality 
for the computed displacements may be found in ref [7] In general the changes in displacements that 
resulted from the changes in modeling assumptions: moduli, and alpha, are small. There were slightly 
higher displacements from an analysis that attempted to investigate the possible uncertainty in the 
temperature distribution in the cold mass supports. It may be worth considering some form of active 
temperature control for the cold mass support strut. The largest displacements by far are the baseline  
displacements computed for the nominal case. The displacements in Figure 1.2-1 are in a cylindrical 
coordinate system centered at the TS torus center. The theta direction which, at least in the curved section,  
runs along the length of the TS, dominates the displacements and is primarily a thermal contraction of this 
length, offset somewhat by Lorentz loading. It is possible to consider building the TS about 17mm longer 
to reduce the theta displacement. Vertical hanger lengths can also be adjusted to produce a level TS coil 
cold mass assembly after cooldown.    
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Figure 1.2-1 Displacement results for coils 12 through 43 with the number 1 coil the first coil in the production 
solenoid (PS) (These are numbered 1 through 32, left to right  in this Excel plot starting with the first TS coil after 
the PS). More complete sets of plots for the nominal design parameters are found in Section 5 with sections after 
that addressing the variations in displacements as various modeling parameters are changed.  
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The modeling effort conducted during the field quality displacement study included a more accurate 
calculation of loading for the full coil set (However without the effects of Iron), and many updates in the 
geometric and structural  elements of the model. While investigating the  coil stress state was not part of the 
study effort, it would be prudent to check that the coil stresses are still within allowables for the latest 
model. Figures 1.2-2  and 3 show the coil “smeared” stresses  for the latest modeling and CDA results 
respectively. The latest coil stresses are lower than the CDA results and distributed a bit differently. CDA 
loading was intended to be conservative. In these figures the anti-proton stopping window is to the left ( 
this is the reverse direction from the displacement plot in Figure 1.2-1. 
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Figure 1.2-2 Coil “Smeared” Von Mises Stresses from the updated model used in the field quality displacement study. 
The difference in stresses between this and the CDA(Fig. 1.2-3) reflects the updates in the loading. The downstream 
transport solenoid coils have stresses much lower than the TSu. The TSd stresses are shown in Figure  5.2-5 
 
Figure 1.2-3 Coil Von Mises Stress from the CDA  Local coil stresses are less than 113 MPa. Stress peaks where the 
vertical pair of struts is connected to only one mandrel flange. Stresses and flange bolt loads are better than for the 
model which does not have the mid-span support. The addition of the mid-span support adds redundancy/ in-
determinacy to the structural support that complicates interpretations of displacements Discussions od similar cold 
mass supports may be found in [4] and the use of adjustable cold mass supports for the Meco magnet system may be 
found in the Meco CDR. 
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Table 2.0-1 Coil Builds from a later transmittal of  ref [1] , “OCTAGON.TXT” 
Coil# coil z x theta r dr dz ni amp 
1 PSS 0.0000 -1.0300 90.0000 0.8800 0.1248 0.3000 1711.5 3.5000 
2 PSS 0.0000 -0.6900 90.0000 0.8800 0.1248 0.3000 1711.5 3.5000 
3 PSS 0.0000 -0.3500 90.0000 0.8800 0.1248 0.3000 1711.5 3.5000 
4 PSS 0.0000 -0.0100 90.0000 0.8800 0.1248 0.3000 1711.5 3.5000 
5 PSS 0.0000 0.3800 90.0000 0.8800 0.0960 0.4000 1757.0 3.5000 
6 PSS 0.0000 0.8750 90.0000 0.8800 0.0768 0.5100 1820.0 3.5000 
7 PSS 0.0000 1.4050 90.0000 0.8800 0.0864 0.4700 1834.0 3.5000 
8 PSS 0.0000 1.9550 90.0000 0.8800 0.0672 0.5500 1708.0 3.5000 
9 PSS 0.0000 2.5100 90.0000 0.8800 0.0768 0.4800 1568.0 3.5000 
10 PSS 0.0000 3.1550 90.0000 0.8800 0.0480 0.7300 1627.5 3.5000 
11 PSS 0.0000 3.7700 90.0000 0.8800 0.0864 0.4200 1676.5 3.5000 
12 TSS 0.0000 4.1500 90.0000 0.4050 0.0448 0.0800 102.0 1.5000 
13 TSS 0.0000 4.2500 90.0000 0.4050 0.0308 0.0800 72.0 1.5000 
14 TSS 0.0000 4.3500 90.0000 0.4050 0.0420 0.0800 97.5 1.5000 
15 TSS 0.0000 4.4500 90.0000 0.4050 0.0560 0.0800 133.5 1.5000 
16 TSS 0.0000 4.6000 90.0000 0.4050 0.0420 0.1800 247.5 1.5000 
17 TSS 0.0000 4.8000 90.0000 0.4050 0.0560 0.1800 336.0 1.5000 
18 TSS 0.0000 5.0000 90.0000 0.4050 0.0560 0.1800 340.5 1.5000 
19 TSS 0.0100 5.2420 85.2630 0.4050 0.0784 0.1800 481.5 1.5000 
20 TSS 0.0400 5.4820 80.5260 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 400.0 4.0000 
21 TSS 0.0900 5.7190 75.7890 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 440.0 4.0000 
22 TSS 0.1590 5.9510 71.0530 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 440.0 4.0000 
23 TSS 0.2470 6.1770 66.3160 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 448.0 4.0000 
24 TSS 0.3530 6.3940 61.5790 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 448.0 4.0000 
25 TSS 0.4770 6.6020 56.8420 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 452.0 4.0000 
26 TSS 0.6180 6.7990 52.1050 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 456.0 4.0000 
27 TSS 0.7740 6.9840 47.3680 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 456.0 4.0000 
28 TSS 0.9450 7.1550 42.6320 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 460.0 4.0000 
29 TSS 1.1300 7.3110 37.8950 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 460.0 4.0000 
30 TSS 1.3270 7.4520 33.1580 0.4050 0.0308 0.1800 468.0 4.0000 
31 TSS 1.5350 7.5760 28.4210 0.4050 0.0308 0.1800 468.0 4.0000 
32 TSS 1.7520 7.6820 23.6840 0.4050 0.0308 0.1800 472.0 4.0000 
33 TSS 1.9780 7.7700 18.9470 0.4050 0.0308 0.1800 472.0 4.0000 
34 TSS 2.2100 7.8390 14.2110 0.4050 0.0308 0.1800 476.0 4.0000 
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35 TSS 2.4470 7.8890 9.4740 0.4050 0.0280 0.1800 444.0 4.0000 
36 TSS 2.6870 7.9190 4.7370 0.4050 0.0896 0.1800 546.0 1.5000 
37 TSS 2.9290 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0756 0.1800 469.5 1.5000 
38 TSS 3.1290 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0532 0.1800 319.5 1.5000 
39 TSS 3.3290 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0672 0.1800 406.5 1.5000 
40 TSS 3.4790 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0588 0.0800 138.0 1.5000 
41 TSS 3.5790 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0534 0.0800 265.5 1.5000 
42 TSS 3.6740 7.9290 0.0000 0.4150 0.0079 0.0500 -19.5 1.5000 
43 TSS 3.7690 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0958 0.0800 484.5 1.5000 
44 TSS 4.0390 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.1036 0.0800 520.5 1.5000 
45 TSS 4.1340 7.9290 0.0000 0.4150 0.0361 0.0500 -97.5 1.5000 
46 TSS 4.2290 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0565 0.0800 282.0 1.5000 
47 TSS 4.3290 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0532 0.0800 124.5 1.5000 
48 TSS 4.4790 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0560 0.1800 340.5 1.5000 
49 TSS 4.6790 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0560 0.1800 343.5 1.5000 
50 TSS 4.8790 7.9290 0.0000 0.4050 0.0532 0.1800 325.5 1.5000 
51 TSS 5.1210 7.9390 4.7370 0.4050 0.0700 0.1800 426.0 1.5000 
52 TSS 5.3610 7.9690 9.4740 0.4050 0.0224 0.1800 356.0 4.0000 
53 TSS 5.5980 8.0190 14.2110 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 388.0 4.0000 
54 TSS 5.8300 8.0880 18.9470 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 388.0 4.0000 
55 TSS 6.0560 8.1760 23.6840 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 392.0 4.0000 
56 TSS 6.2730 8.2820 28.4210 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 396.0 4.0000 
57 TSS 6.4810 8.4060 33.1580 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 400.0 4.0000 
58 TSS 6.6780 8.5470 37.8950 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 400.0 4.0000 
59 TSS 6.8630 8.7030 42.6320 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 404.0 4.0000 
60 TSS 7.0340 8.8740 47.3680 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 404.0 4.0000 
61 TSS 7.1900 9.0590 52.1050 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 408.0 4.0000 
62 TSS 7.3310 9.2560 56.8420 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 408.0 4.0000 
63 TSS 7.4550 9.4640 61.5790 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 408.0 4.0000 
64 TSS 7.5610 9.6810 66.3160 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 412.0 4.0000 
65 TSS 7.6490 9.9070 71.0530 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 412.0 4.0000 
66 TSS 7.7180 10.1390 75.7890 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 412.0 4.0000 
67 TSS 7.7680 10.3760 80.5260 0.4050 0.0252 0.1800 388.0 4.0000 
68 TSS 7.7980 10.6160 85.2630 0.4050 0.0700 0.1800 423.0 1.5000 
69 TSS 7.8080 10.8580 90.0000 0.4050 0.0476 0.1800 279.0 1.5000 
70 TSS 7.8080 11.0580 90.0000 0.4050 0.0168 0.1800 96.0 1.5000 
71 TSS 7.8080 11.2580 90.0000 0.4050 0.0168 0.1800 87.0 1.5000 
72 DSS 7.8080 11.4330 90.0000 1.0800 0.0288 0.4300 900.0 4.0000 
73 TSS 7.8080 11.4580 90.0000 0.4050 0.0056 0.1800 30.0 1.5000 
74 TSS 7.8080 11.6580 90.0000 0.4050 0.0028 0.1800 6.0 1.5000 
75 DSS 7.8080 11.8830 90.0000 1.0800 0.0384 0.4300 1188.0 4.0000 
76 DSS 7.8080 12.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0160 0.4800 536.0 4.0000 
77 DSS 7.8080 12.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0224 0.4800 792.0 4.0000 
78 DSS 7.8080 13.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0160 0.4800 588.0 4.0000 
79 DSS 7.8080 13.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0192 0.4800 628.0 4.0000 
80 DSS 7.8080 14.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0160 0.4800 484.0 4.0000 
81 DSS 7.8080 14.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0160 0.4800 560.0 4.0000 
82 DSS 7.8080 15.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0096 0.4800 272.0 4.0000 
83 DSS 7.8080 15.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 392.0 4.0000 
84 DSS 7.8080 16.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 396.0 4.0000 
85 DSS 7.8080 16.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 396.0 4.0000 
86 DSS 7.8080 17.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 400.0 4.0000 
86 DSS 7.8080 17.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 400.0 4.0000 
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88 DSS 7.8080 18.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 396.0 4.0000 
89 DSS 7.8080 18.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 400.0 4.0000 
90 DSS 7.8080 19.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 396.0 4.0000 
91 DSS 7.8080 19.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 400.0 4.0000 
92 DSS 7.8080 20.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 396.0 4.0000 
93 DSS 7.8080 20.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 400.0 4.0000 
94 DSS 7.8080 21.3580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 400.0 4.0000 
95 DSS 7.8080 21.8580 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.4800 408.0 4.0000 
96 DSS 7.8080 22.6080 90.0000 1.0800 0.0128 0.9800 984.0 4.0000 
 
 
3.0 CDA Model Status 
 
The CDA model actually 
considered only the upstream TS 
or TSU. This is the more highly 
loaded of the two TS assemblies. 
The Lorentz forces were 
computed  from a simplified 
model of the magnet system that 
had no gradient along the beam 
centerline and modeled the PS 
and DS simply as straight 
extensions of the TS end straight 
sections. The 3D model had the 
same coil build throughout, and 
did not model the more 
complicated builds of  coils near 
the PS, anti-proton stopping 
window, or DS. The stresses in 
these straight sections of the TS 
coils were quantified using 
separate axisymmetric models. 
Only one of the cold mass 
supports, the “horizontal vee”,  
was modeled in detail 
appropriate for the mechanical 
design of the adjustable struts.  
This provided a good stress 
qualification of the strut design, 
but introduced errors in the 
global response. Little effort was put into detailed modeling of the vacuum vessel and support frames. 
What was modeled was intended only to allow the strut/cold mass interactions to be modeled. It was 
considered easy and inexpensive to add material to the warm structure in order to control displacements 
and stresses, and this remains true for the field quality study. It will be shown that the updated structure is 
stiff, and it can be made stiffer to eliminate the warm structure from contributing to the cold mass 
displacements. 
 
Fig 3.0-1  CDA TS structural model with mid-span radial support.  Heavy 
shells/frames carry the net loads to the foundation – Model shows the 
horizontal Vee support at the anti-proton stopping window end of the TS and 
the  vertical Vee support that clears the proton beam at the production solenoid 
end. The model includes one of the collimators and associated cryostat 
components, but most of the cryostat shells are not modeled. 
 
4.0 Field Quality Study Model  
 
4.1 Model Evolution 
The first task in updating the TS model for the field quality calculations, was to update the geometry to 
represent a “best guess” as to the final design configuration. These updates included: 
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• Stiffening the TS base frame, and 
widening the base plate to reduce the 
large displacements that resulted from 
the centering force overturning 
moments. 
 
Figure 4.1-1Model with TS support bases widened 
 
Figure 4.1-2 Biot Savart Models for both Tsu (lower left) and TSd (upper right). Note that the structural 
models of both the Tsu and TSd are positioned in the same location with respect to the analysis 
coordinate system. This was done to facilitate use of common modeling segments, but it resulted in 
having to transform the coil coordinates.  The Biot Savart analysis, coil model generation input, and the 
post process files all had to take the input coil geometry and transform it into the ANSYS analysis 
coordinate systyem.  
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Figure 4.1-3 Current Sticks and Field Vectors from the Biot Savart analysis used in the field study. The CDR analysis 
did not have the full coil set, and made some simple assumptions regarding the fields at the ends of the  TS to generate 
loading  
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Figure 4.1-4 Current Sticks and Nodal Force Vectors from the Biot Savart analysis used in the field study. The CDR 
analysis did not have the full coil set, and made some simple assumptions regarding the fields at the ends of the  TS to 
generate loading   11
 
• Revision of the “vertical vee”, and mid span radial  supports to reflect the same level of modeling 
detail as for the horizontal vee. The placement of the vertical vee was changed in the TSd model to 
allow space for shielding/return frame near the TS end of the DS. This entailed indexing the 
support one coil further away from the DS. An overlay of the TSu and TSd vessels and supports is 
shown in Figure 4.1-6 
 
• Addition of the bore tube and outer cryostat shells into the global model of the TS  These had been 
treated separately in the CDA, and only the pressure stresses in these components were 
considered. The vacuum vessel shells and bore tube actually contribute to the overall stiffness of 
the structure, and are needed in the system model to obtain accurate displacements. 
• Addition of the second collimator. The CDR model had only one end modeled with the vessel 
structures needed to model a collimator. The present models of the collimators are more massive 
but simpler than the final collimator design. 
 
• Updates of the field quality modeling, the Lorentz forces were computed from a full Biot Savart 
model of the coil system (Iron is not modeled) 
 
 
Figure 4.1-5 Model plots depicting some of the model revisions for the field quality study 
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• The coil builds and positions 
have been  updated in stages. 
Initially the Biot Savart analysis 
was “kluged’ to fit the CDA 
generation of coil modeling. The 
last series of runs is based on the 
“final build” as provided in ref[1] 
and a subsequent transmittal of 
coil geometry with four 
significant figures. However the 
coil build within the toroidal or 
bend section of the TS was held 
to 4 cm so that the mandrels 
would be identical. 
Interchangeable wedge mandrel 
sections will provide some cost 
and assembly benefit. 
 
• Updates and use of orthotropic 
materials for the winding pack. 
An isotropic modulus of 70 Gpa 
was used  in the CDA.  
 
 
• Addition of additional tangential 
gaps connecting the coil winding 
pack and mandrel. These provide 
rotational restraint for the coils. 
In the CDA analysis, a small gap 
interference was used between coil and mandrel to hold the coil against rotation. This introduces a 
small axial compression that was fictitious. It had a small effect on the stresses but it had a 
noticeable effect on the 
displacements. As a result of 
the effects of these gap 
interferences, a zero load, 
load case was added to the 
solution to demonstrate that 
the no-load case really did 
have zero loading.  
 
4.2 Vacuum Loading 
 
Vacuum loading has not been 
included in the global modeling. 
Individual shell segments of the vessel were qualified in the CDR. The frame components have not been 
analyzed for the vacuum loads because they are sized for the large net Lorentz forces, and vacuum pressure 
would be a small component of their loading. To get an accurate calculation of the global effects of the 
vacuum, great care would be needed to load all the outer surfaces of the vessel shells and more complicated 
support frames. Otherwise there would be a fictitious net load. Rather than attempt the full inventory of 
pressure loads, it was judged more reliable to ignore the vacuum load and obtain the correct zero net 
pressure loading on the structure. There was an effort to load the vacuum vessel shell but it was incomplete. 
The shell  and support frame model with a partial inventory of vacuum loads was run to demonstrate that 
their effect on global displacements is small. The results are shown in Figures 4.2-1 through 3.  
 
Figure 4.1-6 An overlay of the TSu and TSd models showing the rotation 
of the vertical Vee at the DS end of TSd to accommodate shielding 
addition.  
 
Figure 4.1-5 Tsu model with latest coil builds 
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Figure 4.2-1, Vacuum vessel Pressure boundary including the bore tube. The position of the bore tube should 
not impact the field quality at all. The displacements of the frames and outer vessel shells are shown below. 
 
Figure 4.2-2 UX Displacements. These are small at the cold mass support locations.  
 
Figure 4.2-3 UY Displacements, These are small at the cold mass support locations.  
 
 
4.3 TS Coil Modulus 
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Figure 4.1-7 Tangentially oriented gaps connecting coil winding pack and 
mandrel model “cleats” or joint connections that restrain rotation. In the 
CDA model, a small interference in the gaps between the coil winding 
and mandrel was used to frictionally restrained the coils- but the gap loads 
added a small fictitious displacement that needed to be removed for the 
field quality displacement calculations. Run #19 was the first run to 
successfully eliminate the interference. In the analysis runs and Excel 
postprocess files there is a no-load, load step intended to show that there 
really are no displacements for the no-load case.  
 
Figure 4.1-6 Tsu end regions. The upper set 
of mandrels is at the Anti-Proton stopping 
window, the lower one is at the PS end 
   ! Conductor Modulus ANSYS Input commands  !! 
EX,1, 8.6281614e+10 $EY,1, 5.5290644e+10 $EZ,1, 1.0196832e+11  
nuxy,1, .3  $nuyz,1, .3  $nuxz,1, .3  
gxy,1, 2.4674334e+10  $gyz,1, 2.9605603e+10  $gxz,1, 3.665541e+10  
alpx,1, 1.1211306e-5  $alpy,1, 1.277653e-5  $alpz,1, .00001082  
 
Figure 4.3-1 Final TS conductor cross section chosen. The conductor is  48.4 % of the volume. The two 
coils with “cable-only” winding packs are not used in the modulus calculations. Their displacements do 
not effect field quality significantly. 
All the coil winding packs in the TS have very 
similar composition except for a coil pair  near the 
anti-proton stopping window which use no copper 
stabilizer. These coils do not participate 
significantly  in the displacements that effect field 
quality and are not used in the modulus 
computation. The winding pack with copper 
stabilizer is used. The conductor modulus was 
computed based on the final conductor cross 
section using a mixture rule approximation. This 
was implemented in a BASIC code, shown  in the 
box at right. The resulting material constants are 
shown in the box on the previous page. The code 
prints an orthotropic material set for both the 
elastic constants, and the thermal expansion 
coefficients. 
!   Element Local Coord: X is Axial  y is Radial Z 
is Circumferential 
let Ecu=117.2e9 
let EinsN=2e6*6895 
let EinsW=4e6*6895 
let alphcu=10.82e-6 
let lpines=24.3e-6 
let inst=.001      !insulation per conductor 
let inst=.008/39.37      !.001”Kapton half lapped, 
.003 galss half lapped 
let CondW=.014-2*inst 
let Condh=.0028-2*inst 
let pitchx=condw+2*inst 
let pitchy=condh+2*inst 
let Acu=condh*condw 
let Atot=(condw+2*inst)*(condh+2*inst) 
let Ains=Atot-Acu 
let 
Ex=(condh*pitchx*(1/(Ecu/condw)+1/(einsn/(2*inst)) 
)^(-1)+2*inst*Einsw)/pitchy 
let 
Ey=(condw*pitchy*(1/(Ecu/condh)+1/(einsn/(2*inst)) 
)^(-1)+2*inst*Einsw)/pitchx 
let nuxy=.3 
let nuyz=.3 
let nuxz=.3 
let Ez=(Acu*Ecu+Ains*EinsW)/Atot 
let alpz=alphcu 
let alpx=(alphcu*condw+lpines*2*inst)/pitchx 
let alpy=(alphcu*condh+lpines*2*inst)/pitchy 
print “EX,1,”;Ex; “$EY,1,”;Ey;”$EZ,1,”;Ez 
!     The following relations come   
!     from the ANSYS theoretical manual:  
 
let  gxy=ex*ey/(ex+ey+2*nuxy*ex) 
let  gyz=ey*ez/(ey+ez+2*nuyz*ey) 
let  gxz=ex*ez/(ex+ez+2*nuxz*ex) 
print “nuxy,1,”;nuxy;” $nuyz,1,”;nuyz;” 
$nuxz,1,”;nuxz 
print “gxy,1,”;gxy;” $gyz,1,”;gyz;” $gxz,1,”;gxz 
print “alpx,1,”;alpx;” $alpy,1,”;alpy;” 
$alpz,1,”;alpz 
end 
A micromechanics code [8] is available that will 
compute elastic and expansion constants for 
composites. A comparison of the two approaches is 
shown bellow: The BASIC code results have been 
used in the analyses.  
 
 MAC/GMC[8]  BASIC code 
E11S 0.9961E+11 1.02e11 
N12S 0.2948  .3 
E22S 0.8910E+11 .86e11 
N23S 0.2689  .3 
E33S 0.6137E+11 .553e11 
G23S 0.2094E+11 .24674e11 
G13S 0.2012E+11 .2961e11 
G12S 0.3195E+11 .3665e11 
Thermal Expansion Coefficients, ,   
 MAC/GMC BASIC Code 
alpx 0.1112E-04  .1082e-4 
alpy 0.1134E-04 .1121e-4 
alpz 0.1350E-04  .1277e-4 
 
 
4.4 ANSYS-AutoCAD Conversion 
 
In order to ensure the compatibility between the finite element 
model and CAD model, a method of reading the finite element 
geometry into AutoCAD was  developed. AutoCAD 3Dface 
script commands were used to define the 6 faces of each brick 
element in the model. The AutoCAD script commands for a 
unit cube are shown below. Figure 4.3-1 shows the rendered 
plot of the ANSYS model after it had been imported into 
AutoCAD. The design of the widened base, and geometry of 
the bore tube and shielding began with the ANSYS geometry. 
3dface 1.0000,0.0000,0.0000 
1.0000,0.0000,1.0000 
1.0000,1.0000,1.0000 
1.0000,1.0000,0.0000 
 
3dface 0.0000,0.0000,1.0000 
0.0000,0.0000,0.0000 
0.0000,1.0000,0.0000 
0.0000,1.0000,1.0000 
 
Sample AutoCAD Script Format  
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4.4 Run Log  
 
Run File Date Support/Vessel 
File 
Mandrel 
File 
Coil File Load 
Files 
Comments 
TS33 6-30-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu #22 Re-run with Dense Bore 
Tube to  model added 
Collimators 
TS32 6-18-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu #22 Re-run with all loads 
TS31 6-10-04 Vacu.mod NA NA NA Vacuum loads on vacuum 
vessel 
TS30.rn5 2-27-04 Shl4.mod Man6 COI5 L2td TSd 
Ts29.rn5 05-22-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu 20% Higher Coil Alpha 
except in hoop direction. 
Ts28.rn5 05-12-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu Nominal Loading Fixed VV 
Shell Temp 
Ts27.rn5 04-02-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu 20% Higher Coil Alpha 
Ts26.rn5 04-02-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu 20% lower Coil Modulus 
Ts25.rn5 03-27-04 Shl5.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu LN2 Int Study 
TS24.rn5  Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu 20% Lower Mandrel Modulus 
TS23.rn5 2-27-04 Shl4.mod Man6 COI5 L2td TSd 
Ts22.rn5  Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi4.mod L2tu Nominal Orth Mat 
Ts21.rn5 2-16-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod    
Ts20.rn5 2-11-04 Shl3.mod Man4.mod Coi3.mod   
ts19.rn5      Zero Gap interference 
Ts18.rn5       
Ts11.rn5       
 
Figure 4.3-1 Auto-Cad Image of the finite element model after it was transferred via AutoCad script commands 
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Ts10.rn5 
and 
before 
     CDA Analyses 
 
4.6 ANSYS Results Files, and Post-process Files 
 
    Each of the ANSYS input, or run files tabulated above, with a .rn5 extensioin, has a corresponding 
results file with a .rst extension, a post-process input file with a .inp  extension, and a Excel spreadsheet file 
with a .xls extension.  
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5.0 Baseline Displacement Characterization 
 
    It took a few iterations of the model generating BASIC code to obtain the model 
based on the  fully updated coil geometry. The updated model was being built off 
of  data provided by UCI, but this data was only accurate to 1 mm due to round-off 
errors in the 3 decimal place coordinate and rotation data. This was probably 
acceptable in terms of field calculations, but it caused problems with the mesh 
generation. The problem was not apparent until the wedge fillers were to be 
merged with the mandrels. Within the wedges there are structural elements with 
one millimeter sides that match gap element spacing, and these were being 
collapsed in the attempt to merge the mandrel and wedge.  
     The displacements computed prior to run number 22 come from a structural 
model that was at an intermediate state of update. In this run, the coil geometry 
was based on the CDA configuration, but the loading was from the full Biot Savart 
solution for the updated coils, with the exception that the radial builds of the coils 
in the bend were forced to that of the CDA. After run #22, the coil geometries 
were provided with coordinates with 4 significant figures and  the updated coil geometries could be used 
for both the Biot Savart field calculations and the finite element model geometry. In run #19  the builds are 
different than that used in the CDA model, and consequently this generation of model was missing  some of 
the end coils. Run #22 represented the nominally loaded baseline case with which the sensitivity studies 
were conducted.  
Table 5.0-1 Coil Numbering for TSu and TSd and the Excel Plots 
 Start TS Start Curve End Curve End TS 
TSu 12 19 36 43 
TSd 44 51 68 74 
TSu Excel Plots 1 8 25 32 
TSd Excel Plots 1 8 25 30 
CDA/Run 19 1 4 21 26 
 
Two runs are used to describe the baseline, nominal parameter 
results, Run #22 and Run #28. In run #22 there were a couple of 
vacuum vessel shell segments that were erroneously set to 4K on 
cooldown. This was fixed in #28 
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Figure 5.0-1 Model  Coordinate 
Systems 
 
Figure 5.0-2 Coil numbering used 
in run#19 displacement and 
rotation plots. The same general 
pattern is used for both TSu and 
TSd with the numbering starting 
near the anti-proton stopping 
window. Shown here is the CDA 
numbering scheme. This was 
updated when the proper straight 
section coil geometry was 
implemented in the model, and the 
actual mid coil sampling points 
were used with the correct coil 
geometry 
 
 
Figure 5.0-1 Three sets of displacements are provided 
along with two rotations. These are available  in 
spreadsheet form. Only the plots  included in the report.  
 TSu, All Loads Applied in ANSYS, Run #28
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Figure 5.0-3 Displacements with all loads applied. This is the same plot, . Figure 1.2-1, used in the summary of 
results section. Displacement results are for coils 12 through 43 with the number 1 coil the first coil in the 
production solenoid (PS). These are re-numbered 1 through 32, left to right  in this Excel plot. Run #22 differs 
from these results only in the cooldown load case.  
TSu, All Loads, Top and Bottom, Mid Coil Sampling Points, Run#28
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Figure 5.0-4 Displacements with all loads applied. 
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TSu, Equatorial Plane, Lorentz Forces Only, Sampling Points at Coil Centers, 
Nominal Case, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-5  
TSu, Top and Bottom, Lorentz Forces Only, Mid Coil Sampling Points,Nominal 
Parameters, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-6 
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TSu Rotations, Lorentz Forces Only, Sampling Points at Coil Centers, 
Nominal Conditions, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-7 
TSu, Rotation about a Major Radius, Lorentz Forces Only, Mid Coil Sampling Points, 
Run#22 
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Figure 5.0-8 
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TSu Equatorial Plane, Deadweight, Sampling Points at Coil Mid-Build, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-9 
TSu, Deadweight, Nominal Parameters, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-10 
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TSu Equatorial Plane, Cooldown Only,Sampling Points at Coil Mid-Build, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-11 The difference in radial motion of in, vs. out is just the contraction of the diameter of the coil.  
TSu,Equatorial Plane,  Cooldown Only, Nominal Parameters, 
Sampling Points at Coil Mid-Builds, Run #28
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Figure 5.0-12 
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TSu, Cooldown Only, Nominal Parameters, Run#22
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Figure 5.0-13 Top and Bottom Coil Sampling Points. The top and bottom displacements are nearly identical for the theta 
and radial motions. The vertical displacements are a bit different evidently due to the different vertical constraints 
provided by the vertical vee and the three vertical support rods. The difference in vertical motion of top, vs. bottom is 
just the contraction of the diameter of the coil. The bottom of the coil moving upwards more than the top. 
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TSu Rotation about Vertical Axis All Loads, Run#28
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Figure 5.0-14 Rotations about a vertical axis, All loads, Nominal parameters. 
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5.2 Downstream TS results -  Nominal Parameter, Run #23 
 
    First, it is interesting to compare results for TSu and TSd. The downstream TS is not loaded as highly as 
the upstream TS. This would be apparent in the Lorentz Force-Only results. These are shown in figures 5.2-
1 and 2. In Figure 5.2-1, the anti-proton stopping window is at the middle, and in the TSd plot, the anti-
proton stopping window is on the left. The large theta displacement is at the production solenoid end 
(extreme left in Fig. 5.2-1)  for TSu and the detector solenoid end (extreme right) for the TSd.  The center 
span radial displacement of the TSd is about half that of the TSu, 3.5mm vs 8mm. The data from the two 
runs for TSu and TSd have been merged in EXCEL. Coils are numbered in this plot from 1 to 62. In 
subsequent plots of just TSd results, coils are numbered 1 to 30.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.2-1Tsu and TSd  Lorentz Force results plotted together. The anti-proton stopping window is in the middle, at 
coil #32.  TSd,Lorentz Force Only, Coil mid-build Sampling pointsRun#23
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Figure 5.2-2 Downstream Transport Solenoid Results 
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Figure 5.2-3. Coil “Smeared” Von Mises Stress. These are considerably less than the TSu stresses shown in figures 
1.2-2 and 3 
TSd, Equatorial Plane, Mid Coil Sampling Points All Loads, Run#23
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Figure 5.2-4 
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Mandrel Bolting Flexibility, and Mandrel Thickness Variations 
 
Modulus Variation Effects  
 
Cold Mass Support Rod Thermal Distribution 
 
  
Figure 5.2-5Cartesian X direction displacements for the downstream transport solenoid (TSd) 
Figure 5.2-6Cartesian Z direction displacements for the downstream transport solenoid (TSd) 
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TSd, Equatorial Plane Cooldown Only,Run #23
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Figure 5.2-7. 
TSd, Top and Bottom, Cooldown Only, Mid Coil Sampling Points, 
Nominal Parameters, Run #23
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Figure 5.2-8 
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6.0 Linearity and Superposition 
 
In order to understand how the results reported in this document can be 
used, the ability to superimpose results has been studied. This serves as an 
introduction to the effects of the variations from nominal modeling that 
have been studied. The ability to superimpose results would allow 
evaluation of field quality issues by scaling and adding individual load 
cases. The plots, below, should show zero difference for the two methods of 
applying the loading. The fact that there is a difference relates to the non-
linear behavior of the mid span cold mass support. The largest deviation 
from superposition being the radial displacement at mid span where the 
“gapped” cold mass support rod is used. 
 
Figure 6.0-1 
TSu, Linearity Check, ANSYS all loads-Excel Summation, Run 
#28
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Figure 6.0-2 Results for Run # 28, which is a run with nominal materials parameters. The ANSYS results 
with all loads applied are differenced with a summation performed in EXCEL. 
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 TSu, ANSYS All Loads - EXCEL Spreadsheet Summation, Run#24
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Figure 6.0-4 Results for Run # 24, which is a run with 20% lower Mandrel Modulus. The ANSYS results with 
all loads applied are differenced with a summation performed in EXCEL. 
TSu, Linearity Check - ANSYS All Loads - EXCEL Summation, Run#25
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Figure 6.0-3 Results for Run # 25, which is a run with a different  cold mass support rod temperature 
distribution than nominal. The ANSYS results with all loads applied are differenced with a summation 
performed in EXCEL.  
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7.0 Mandrel Bolting Flexibility, and Mandrel Thickness Variations, Run #24 
 
These have been addressed by reducing the mandrel modulus by 20%. Present manufacturing concepts are 
expected to require machining of both sides of the mandrel, producing very little variation in mandrel 
thicknesses. The modulus of the mandrel is actually very well known.. Even the bolted flange compliance 
can be predicted from an analysis like 
that done for the CDR, shown in figure 
7.0-1. What is less certain are the some 
of the mechanical effects on bolted 
flange compliance The manufacturing 
tolerances, of the flatness of flanges 
effects uniformity of flange-to-flange 
contact, the degree of tightness in the 
bolts, bolt relaxation, and local thread 
yielding after application of the loading, 
all introduce some difficult to quantify 
uncertainty. The intent of this modulus 
variation study  is to address the 
behavior of the bolted flanges of the 
mandrels.  
 
Figure 7.0-1 Results from the CDR. The 
flange prying action is the most significant 
source of the uncertainty in compliance of the 
mandrel structure.  
 Figure 7.0-2 
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TSu, All loads,20% Reduction in Mandrel Modulus, Run#24
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 TSu, All Loads, 20%Reduction in Mandrel Modulus
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TSu, Lorentz Force Only, 20% decrease in Mandrel Modulus, Mid Coil Samplig 
Points, Difference Between Run#24 and #22
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TSu, Lorentz Forces Only, 20% reduction in Mandrel Modulus,Difference between 
runs #24 and #22.
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TSu, Cooldown Only, 20%Reduction in Mandrel Modulus, Difference between Runs 
#24 and 22
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TSu, Cooldown Only, 20% Reduction in Mandrel Modulus, Difference between Run#24 
and 22
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8.0 Cold Mass Support Rod Thermal Distribution, 
Run #25 
 
Two temperature distributions in the cold mass support rods 
have been analyzed. The “baseline” actually had the whole 
length of the support rods at 4k. A second recent run (#25) has 
the rods split into RT ant 4K lengths. These analyses are 
intended to bracket the possible displacements due to a wide variation in cold mass support temperature. 
The results of this study indicate that control of cold mass support rod temperature may be the most 
significant contributor to variations in position of the TS assemblies. If the intercept temperature, and the 
warm end temperature are held to certain values, either with very efficient heat transfer to very well known 
coolant temperatures, then the problem goes away. If not, the displacements due to cold mass support 
temperature variation will be more significant than the other effects analyzed.  
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In this run, run#25, the red sections are at 
4K, and the blue sections are at RT. 
TSu, LN2 Intercept Study, Cooldown Only, Difference Between Runs 
#25 and #22
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In the baseline runs, the whole length of the cold mass  
Support rods is at 4K 
  
TSu, Cooldown Only, LN2 Intercept Study, Difference between runs #25 and #22
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9.0 20 % Decrease in coil Modulus, Run #26 
 
    A quick review of the magnitudes of the ordinates of these plots shows the small effect that modulus 
variations will have on uncertainty in coil position. This also supports the use of only one orthotropic 
modulus set for all the coils, when one coil pair has a different modulus. These results can also be extended 
to effects of end turns, ramps and fillers. These could be modeled with adjustments in coil modulus, but 
would produce minor variations in coil position.   
 
TSu, Lorentz Force Only, 20% Reduction in Coil Modulus, Difference between Runs # 
26 and 22
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TSu, Lorentz Forces Only, 20% Reduction in Coil Modulus, Difference between 
Runs#26 and 22
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TSu Equatorial Plane, Cooldown Only, 20% Lower Coil Modulus, Difference between 
Runs 26 and 22
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TSu, Cooldown Only, 20% Reduction in Coil Modulus, Difference Between Runs #26 
and 22
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10.0  20% Increase in Coil Alpha, Run #27, and #29 
 
In this study, the coil alpha is increased by 20%. This increase is applied in all three directions. This is 
probably not physical given that the hoop (z in the local element coordinates) direction is dominated by 
well known copper properties. The inclusion of the hoop direction in the variation probably accounts for 
the noticeable effect that the change has. The ANSYS commands used to make the alpha and modulus 
changes are listed below: 
 
 mf=1.0   $ af=1.2 
 EX,1, mf*8.6281614e+10 $EY,1, mf*5.5290644e+10 $EZ,1, mf*1.0196832e+11 
nuxy,1, .3  $nuyz,1, .3  $nuxz,1, .3 
 gxy,1, mf*2.4674334e+10  $gyz,1, mf*2.9605603e+10  $gxz,1,mf*3.665541e+10 
 alpx,1, af*1.1211306e-5  $alpy,1,af*1.277653e-5  $alpz,1,af*.00001082 
 
Notice that the alpha factor, af 
was applied to all three 
directions. It is unlikely that a 
20% variation would be expected 
in the hoop or local Z direction 
because this direction is 
dominated by the relatively 
certain copper coefficient of 
expansion.  The 20% increase in 
coil alpha was re-run with the 
hoop multiplier set to 1.0. 
However the effects of having 
the variation applied to three 
directions were small, and the 
results for the case where the 
variation is not applied to the 
hoop direction, will be smaller 
still. The results file is available 
and is designated TS29.rst  
TSu, Cooldown Only, 20% Increase in Coil Alpha, Difference 
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11.0 Collimator Design 
 
The Collimators in the TS bore are much more 
complicated than represented in the CDR or field 
study models. As a result of having to support the 
collimators, the bore tube shell thickness was 
increased from 1cm to 2. The global models of the 
TS coils have not been updated to show the details of 
these changes. To address the effects of the addition 
of the collimator sections on the curved region of the 
bore tube, the density of the bore tube model segment 
material (MAT,12 in the model)  was increased by a 
factor of 4. Only the deadweight loading was 
analyzed.  The displacement at the mid span of the 
bore tube went from .4 mm to 1.1 mm. The bending 
moment of inertia would be doubled for the 2cm wall 
thickness and most of displacement change would be 
offset had the thicker bore tube been modeled. 
Depending on the collimator design theses segments 
may add to the strength of the bore tube and further 
diminish the displacement. Effects on the alignment 
of the magnets will be very small and the uncertainty 
in alignment effects much smaller still.  
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Figure 11.0-1 TS Collimator Segments.  Details of these are 
discussed in ref [9] 
 
Figure 11.0-2 Simplest attachment 
scheme proposed. Alternatives are 
discussed in ref [9]. The two 
centimeter thickess of the bore tube is 
shown. The CDR and updated field 
study models both used 1 cm.  
 
Figure 11.0-4 Vertical displacements of the bore tube (mat 12) from run#22 
 
Figure 11.0-3 Vertical displacements of a 1 cm thick  bore 
tube (mat 12) with four times the density, Run#33 
12.0 Differential Displacements Between Warm Structure and Cold Mass, Run #28 
 
    The model of the TS and it’s vacuum vessel has a sufficient level of detail to predict the relative motions 
of the cold and warm masses to allow clearance checks and space allocation for the 80K intercept, MLI etc. 
While run #22 is the  baseline used in all the displacement sensitivity studies, it contained some areas of the 
vacuum vessel which erroneously were brought to 4K. This was fixed in run #28, and the plots below 
resulted. In these plots, sampling  points in the vacuum vessel were substituted for coil sampling points at 
coil positions 2 and 31. These vessel displacements are very small compared with the displacements of the 
TS cold mass. It can be concluded that for design of clearances, only the displacements of the coils and 
cold mass structure need to be considered.  
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TSu, Lorentz Forces Only, Including Vacuum Vessel Points at Either End 
of the Coil
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Figure 12.0-1 Results from Run#28, Nominal Conditions, with points on the vacuum vessel at coil positions 2 
and 31 plotted with the coil displacements. 
TSu Cooldown Only, Displacements Including Vacuum Vessel Points at the Ends of 
the Coil
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Figure 12.0-2 The important observation is that the vacuum vessel displacements, plotted at coil positions 2 
and 31 are essentially zero – So the relative displacements between coil and vessel, for the purpose of 
checking clearances, can be taken as the coil displacements.  
 
Appendix A 
Model Creation and Modification 
 
Model construction and field analysis are done mostly outside of ANSYS. The model geometry and 
loading are input to ANSYS and ANSYS is used for solution, and post-processing.  The code that I use for 
mesh generation may be found at: http://www.psfc.mit.edu/people/titus/, under Links,  “How I build the 
Models”. The TS is built in pieces with the symmetry of the subcomponent used to reduce the task of 
meshing the model. The initial model segment used to model the horizontal Vee is shown in Figure A-1. 
This is built centered on a Cartesian coordinate, reflected once about the x-y (where y is vertical) then 
translated to the torus radias, and rotated to the coil centerline where the horizontal vee is to be aligned. The 
vertical vee segment is shown in Figure A-2. Some model segments, like the bore tube date from the CDR, 
were separate models and were integrated into the global model for the field quality model. Figure A-3 
shows the warm structure and cold mass supports. The coils and mandrels were generated separately from 
the coil dimensional specs. The mesh generating program used to make these pieces exports ANSYS 
models as text commands that can be read in to ANSYS using the /INPUT command. The modes shown in 
figure A-3 are brought in to ANSYS as one input file, the mandrels another, and the coils (and their loads), 
another. Node numbering is controlled with NUMOFF commands within ANSYS 
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Figure A-1 Case and Support Rod  Model Segment Before 
Reflection 
 
Figure A-3 
 
Figure A-2 Vertical Vee Model Segment 
Appendix B 
Biot Savart Analysis True Basic Pre-processor 
 
let todr=30 
let nr=4 
let nz=6 
let mod$="tsu" 
let forceman$="on"  
unsave "tras.inp" 
 OPEN #1:name "tras.inp",create newold 
if mod$="tsu" then let rstart=12 
if mod$="tsu" then let rend=43 
data 1,PSS,0.0,-1.0300,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8026,489,2896 
data 2,PSS,0.0,-0.6900,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,26,489,2896 
data 3,PSS,0.0,-0.3500,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,26,489,2896 
data 4,PSS,0.0,-0.0100,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,26,489,2896 
data 5,PSS,0.0,0.3800,90.0,0.8800,0.0960,0.4000,1757,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,20,502,2925 
data 6,PSS,0.0,0.8750,90.0,0.8800,0.0768,0.5100,1820,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,16,520,3000 
data 7,PSS,0.0,1.4050,90.0,0.8800,0.0864,0.4700,1834,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,18,524,3035 
data 8,PSS,0.0,1.9550,90.0,0.8800,0.0672,0.5500,1708,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,14,488,2800 
data 9,PSS,0.0,2.5100,90.0,0.8800,0.0768,0.4800,1568,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,16,448,2576 
data 10,PSS,0.0,3.1550,90.0,0.8800,0.0480,0.7300,1627.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,10,465,2640 
data 11,PSS,0.0,3.7700,90.0,0.8800,0.0864,0.4200,1676.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,18,479,2778 
data 12,TSS,0.0,4.1500,90.0,0.4050,0.0448,0.0800,102,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,16,68,183 
data 13,TSS,0.0,4.2500,90.0,0.4050,0.0308,0.0800,72,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,11,48,127 
data 14,TSS,0.0,4.3500,90.0,0.4050,0.0420,0.0800,97.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,15,65,174 
data 15,TSS,0.0,4.4500,90.0,0.4050,0.0560,0.0800,133.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,89,243 
data 16,TSS,0.0,4.6000,90.0,0.4050,0.0420,.18,247.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,15,165,441 
data 17,TSS,0.0,4.8000,90.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,336,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,224,609 
data 18,TSS,0.0,5,.0,90.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,340.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,227,617 
data 19,TSS,0.0100,5.2420,85.2630,0.4050,0.0784,.18,481.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,28,321,896 
data 20,TSS,0.0400,5.4820,80.5260,0.4050,0.0252,.18,400,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,100,263 
data 21,TSS,0.0900,5.7190,75.7890,0.4050,0.0280,.18,440,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,110,290 
data 22,TSS,0.1590,5.9510,71.0530,0.4050,0.0280,.18,440,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,110,290 
data 23,TSS,0.2470,6.1770,66.3160,0.4050,0.0280,.18,448,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,112,295 
data 24,TSS,0.3530,6.3940,61.5790,0.4050,0.0280,.18,448,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,112,295 
data 25,TSS,0.4770,6.6020,56.8420,0.4050,0.0280,.18,452,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,113,298 
data 26,TSS,0.6180,6.7990,52.1050,0.4050,0.0280,.18,456,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,114,300 
data 27,TSS,0.7740,6.9840,47.3680,0.4050,0.0280,.18,456,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,114,300 
data 28,TSS,0.9450,7.1550,42.6320,0.4050,0.0280,.18,460,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,115,303 
data 29,TSS,1.1300,7.3110,37.8950,0.4050,0.0280,.18,460,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,115,303 
data 30,TSS,1.3270,7.4520,33.1580,0.4050,0.0308,.18,468,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,117,309 
data 31,TSS,1.5350,7.5760,28.4210,0.4050,0.0308,.18,468,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,117,309 
data 32,TSS,1.7520,7.6820,23.6840,0.4050,0.0308,.18,472,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,118,311 
data 33,TSS,1.9780,7.7700,18.9470,0.4050,0.0308,.18,472,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,118,311 
data 34,TSS,2.2100,7.8390,14.2110,0.4050,0.0308,.18,476,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,119,314 
data 35,TSS,2.4470,7.8890,9.4740,0.4050,0.0280,.18,444,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,111,292 
data 36,TSS,2.6870,7.9190,4.7370,0.4050,0.0896,.18,546,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,32,364,1027 
data 37,TSS,2.9290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0756,.18,469.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,27,313,871 
data 38,TSS,3.1290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0532,.18,319.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,19,213,577 
data 39,TSS,3.3290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0672,.18,406.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,24,271,746 
data 40,TSS,3.4790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0588,0.0800,138,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,21,92,251 
data 41,TSS,3.5790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0534,0.0800,265.5000,1.5000,12.10,1.57,34,177,480 
data 42,TSS,3.6740,7.9290,0.0,0.4150,0.0079,0.0500,-19.5000,1.5000,12.10,1.5700,5,13,35 
data 43,TSS,3.7690,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0958,0.0800,484.5000,1.50,12.1000,1.57,61,323,919 
data 44,TSS,4.0390,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.1036,0.0800,520.5000,1.50,12.10,1.5700,66,347,995 
data 45,TSS,4.1340,7.9290,0.0,0.4150,0.0361,0.0500,-97.50,1.50,12.1000,1.5700,23,65,177 
data 46,TSS,4.2290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0565,0.0800,282,.0,1.50,12.1000,1.5700,36,188,512 
data 47,TSS,4.3290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0532,0.0800,124.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,19,83,225 
data 48,TSS,4.4790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,340.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,227,617 
data 49,TSS,4.6790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,343.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,229,623 
data 50,TSS,4.8790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0532,.18,325.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,19,217,588 
data 51,TSS,5.1210,7.9390,4.7370,0.4050,0.0700,.18,426,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,25,284,784 
data 52,TSS,5.3610,7.9690,9.4740,0.4050,0.0224,.18,356,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,8,89,233 
data 53,TSS,5.5980,8.0190,14.2110,0.4050,0.0252,.18,388,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,97,254 
data 54,TSS,5.8300,8.0880,18.9470,0.4050,0.0252,.18,388,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,97,254 
data 55,TSS,6.0560,8.1760,23.6840,0.4050,0.0252,.18,392,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,98,257 
data 56,TSS,6.2730,8.2820,28.4210,0.4050,0.0252,.18,396,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,99,260 
data 57,TSS,6.4810,8.4060,33.1580,0.4050,0.0252,.18,400,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,100,263 
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data 58,TSS,6.6780,8.5470,37.8950,0.4050,0.0252,.18,400,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,100,263 
data 59,TSS,6.8630,8.7030,42.6320,0.4050,0.0252,.18,404,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,101,265 
data 60,TSS,7.0340,8.8740,47.3680,0.4050,0.0252,.18,404,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,101,265 
data 61,TSS,7.1900,9.0590,52.1050,0.4050,0.0252,.18,408,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,102,268 
data 62,TSS,7.3310,9.2560,56.8420,0.4050,0.0252,.18,408,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,102,268 
data 63,TSS,7.4550,9.4640,61.5790,0.4050,0.0252,.18,408,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,102,268 
data 64,TSS,7.5610,9.6810,66.3160,0.4050,0.0252,.18,412,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,103,271 
data 65,TSS,7.6490,9.9070,71.0530,0.4050,0.0252,.18,412,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,103,271 
data 66,TSS,7.7180,10.1390,75.7890,0.4050,0.0252,.18,412,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,103,271 
data 67,TSS,7.7680,10.3760,80.5260,0.4050,0.0252,.18,388,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,97,254 
data 68,TSS,7.7980,10.6160,85.2630,0.4050,0.0700,.18,423,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,25,282,778 
data 69,TSS,7.8080,10.8580,90.0,0.4050,0.0476,.18,279,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,17,186,500 
data 70,TSS,7.8080,11.0580,90.0,0.4050,0.0168,.18,96,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,6,64,166 
data 71,TSS,7.8080,11.2580,90.0,0.4050,0.0168,.18,87,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,6,58,151 
data 72,DSS,7.8080,11.4330,90.0,1.08,0.0288,0.4300,900,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,9,225,1546 
data 73,TSS,7.8080,11.4580,90.0,0.4050,0.0056,.18,30,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,2,20,52 
data 74,TSS,7.8080,11.6580,90.0,0.4050,0.0028,.18,6,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,1,4,11 
data 75,DSS,7.8080,11.8830,90.0,1.08,0.0384,0.4300,1188,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,12,297,2049 
data 76,DSS,7.8080,12.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,536,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,134,916 
data 77,DSS,7.8080,12.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0224,0.4800,792,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,7,198,1357 
data 78,DSS,7.8080,13.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,588,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,147,1005 
data 79,DSS,7.8080,13.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0192,0.4800,628,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,6,157,1074 
data 80,DSS,7.8080,14.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,484,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,121,827 
data 81,DSS,7.8080,14.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,560,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,140,957 
data 82,DSS,7.8080,15.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0096,0.4800,272,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,3,68,464 
data 83,DSS,7.8080,15.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,392,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,98,669 
data 84,DSS,7.8080,16.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 85,DSS,7.8080,16.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 86,DSS,7.8080,17.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 87,DSS,7.8080,17.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 88,DSS,7.8080,18.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 89,DSS,7.8080,18.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 90,DSS,7.8080,19.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 91,DSS,7.8080,19.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 92,DSS,7.8080,20.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 93,DSS,7.8080,20.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 94,DSS,7.8080,21.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 95,DSS,7.8080,21.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,408,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,102,696 
data 96,DSS,7.8080,22.6080,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.9800,984,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,246,1680 
dim n(100),c$(100),z(100),x(100),theta(100),r(100),dr(100),dz(100),cur(100) 
for i=1 to 96 
read n(i),c$(i),z(i),x(i),theta(i),r(i),dr(i),dz(i),ni,amp,wic,hic,layers,nt,length 
if forceman$="on" then 
if i>18 and i<37 then let dr(i)=.04 
end if 
let r(i)=r(i)+dr(i)/2 
let cur(i)=ni/nr/nz*1000 
next i 
 
!set window -5,25,-5,25 
!for i=1 to 96 
!plot x(i),z(i); 
!next i 
for i=1 to 96 
print#1: "real" 
print#1: i 
print#1: "r" 
print#1: i;",1,";cur(i) 
print#1: "coil" 
print#1: r(i);",";0;",";dr(i);",";dz(i) 
print#1: "divi" 
print#1: "0,";nr;",";nz;",1" 
print#1: "merge" 
print#1: "0,.0001" 
print#1: "redu" 
print#1: "todr" 
print#1: todr;",0,";360/todr 
print#1: "rotz" 
 
print#1: "0,";-theta(i) 
print#1: "gtrans" 
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print#1: "0,";x(i);",";z(i);",0" 
if i>=rstart and I <=rend then 
print#1: "ccur" 
print#1: 0;",1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8" 
else 
print#1: "rcur" 
print#1: 0;",1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8" 
end if 
 
print#1: "redu" 
print#1: "repla" 
print#1: "co"&str$(i) 
print#1: "zero" 
next i 
for i=1 to 96 
print#1: "read" 
print#1: "co"&str$(i) 
next i 
print#1: "copt" 
print#1: "r" 
print#1: "rotx" 
print#1: "9,-90" 
print#1: "gtran" 
print#1: "0,-5.0,0,";3.9040-.975 
print#1: "roty" 
print#1: "9,90" 
print#1: "rotx" 
print#1: "9,180" 
print#1: "roty" 
print#1: "9,90" 
print#1: "styp" 
print#1: "8,8" 
print#1: "snel" 
print#1: "8,8" 
print#1: "field" 
print#1: "0" 
print#1: "mfor" 
print#1: "0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8" 
print#1: "repla" 
print#1: "tras" 
print#1: "popt" 
print#1: "b" 
print#1: "plce" 
print#1: "pl" 
print#1: "stype" 
print#1: "8,8" 
print#1: "gerase" 
print#1: "8" 
print#1: "redu" 
print#1: "seal" 
print#1: "0" 
print#1: "gerase" 
print#1: "0" 
print#1: "repla" 
print#1: "tra3" 
print#1: "zero" 
print#1: "read" 
print#1: "tsm3" 
print#1: "fscale" 
print#1: "0,0,0,0" 
print#1: "read" 
print#1: "tra3" 
print#1: "dopt" 
print#1: "2" 
print#1: "snal" 
print#1: "0" 
print#1: "merge" 
print#1: "0,.0035" 
print#1: "redu" 
print#1: "repla" 
print#1: "tra4" 
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print#1: "tmsa" 
print#1: "ldtu,3" 
print#1: "exit" 
end 
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Appendix C 
ANSYS analysis listing 
 
/batch 
/prep7 
tref,292 
runn=28 
et,1,45,,,,1 
et,2,52,,,1 
et,4,63 
 
EX,1, 8.6281614e+10 $EY,1, 5.5290644e+10 $EZ,1, 1.0196832e+11  
nuxy,1, .3  $nuyz,1, .3  $nuxz,1, .3  
gxy,1, 2.4674334e+10  $gyz,1, 2.9605603e+10  $gxz,1, 3.665541e+10  
alpx,1, 1.1211306e-5  $alpy,1, 1.277653e-5  $alpz,1, .00001082  
 
ex,2,200e9 
ex,3,200e9 
ex,4,200e9 
ex,5,200e9 
ex,8,20e9 
ex,10,200e9 
ex,11,200e9    !Vacuum Vessel Closure Flanges 
ex,12,200e9    !Bore tube 
ex,30,200e9 
ex,31,200e9 
ex,32,200e9 
ex,33,200e9 
ex,34,200e9 
ex,35,200e9 
ex,36,200e9 
ex,37,200e9 
ex,14,200e9 
ex,15,200e9 
ex,50,200e9 
 
 
dens,1,8020.0   $dens,2,8020.0   $dens,3,8020.0   $dens,4,8020.0    
dens,5,8020.0   $dens,7,8020.0  $dens,8,8020.0    
dens,12,8020.0  $dens,13,8020.0  $dens,14,8020.0    
dens,15,8020.0  $dens,16,8020.0  $dens,17,8020.0 $dens,18,8020.0  
dens,n19,8020.0  $dens,20,8020.0  $dens,21,8020.0 $dens,22,8020.0 
dens,23,8020.0  $dens,24,8020.0  $dens,25,8020.0 $dens,26,8020.0 
dens,27,8020.0  $dens,28,8020.0  $dens,29,8020.0 $dens,30,8020.0 
dens,31,8020.0  $dens,32,8020.0  $dens,33,8020.0 $dens,34,8020.0 
dens,35,8020.0  $dens,36,8020.0  $dens,37,8020.0 $dens,38,8020.0 
dens,39,8020.0  $dens,40,8020.0  $dens,41,8020.0 $dens,42,8020.0 
 
 
ALPX,2,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,3,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,4,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,5,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,6,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,7,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,8,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,9,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,10,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,11,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,12,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,13,1.2017E-5 
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ALPX,14,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,15,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,30,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,31,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,32,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,33,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,34,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,35,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,36,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,37,1.2017E-5 
ALPX,38,1.2017E-5 $ALPX,39,1.2017E-5 
 
r,1,1e8,-.0000020 
r,2,1e8,-.0000020 
r,3,1e8,-.0000020 
r,21,.01 
r,22,.000025,0 
r,32,1e8,-.0000001 
r,25,1e8,-.0000001 
mu,2,.3 
mu,3,.3 
mu,25,.3 
/input,man4,mod 
/input,shl3,mod 
/input,coi4,mod 
/input,l2tu,mod 
fscale,1e-6,1 
/noprint 
nummerge,node,.0003 
eall 
nall 
 
/goprint 
nsel,y,-2,-1.04 
d,all,all,0.0 
eall 
nall 
eall 
nall 
wsort,x 
wsort,y 
wsort,z 
save 
fini 
!/exit 
 
 
/solu 
autots,off 
nropt,full,,off 
nsubst,5,5,5 
nequit,6 
 
/title,TSU Gap interference 
solve 
save 
 
/title,TSU Normal Operating Loads Only 
/input,l2tu,mod 
solve 
save 
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/title, TSU Deadweight, no thermal 
fscale,.00001,.00001,.000001 
acel,0,9.8,0 
solve 
save 
 
/title Run#%runn%, CD to 4 
eall 
nall 
acel,0,.000001,0 
bf,all,temp,292 
esel,mat,15 
easel,mat,14 
easel,mat,11 
easel,mat,10 
easel,mat,12 
easel,mat,8 
einv 
nelem 
BF,all,temp,4 
nall 
eall 
solve 
save 
 
/title,TSU Normal Operating Loads, Deadweight,+ Cooldown 
/input,l2tu,mod 
acel,0,9.8,0 
solve 
save 
fini 
/exit 
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Appendix D 
ANSYS Displacement Post-Processor 
/batch 
/post1 
!       Equatorial Plane 
file,ts23,rst 
set 
coilrad=.425 
crad=.425 
*dim,topA,array,35,4 
*dim,botA,array,35,4 
*dim,innera,array,35,4 
*dim,outera,array,35,4 
*dim,centA,array,35,4 
*dim,rrot,array,35,4 
local,12,1,0,0,0,0,-90,0 
*cfopen,post23a 
*do,setnum,1,5,1 
set,setnum 
csys,0 
rsys,12 
esel,mat,1 
nelem 
cnum= 1  
rnode=node(-.729 , 0 ,-2.5016 ) 
*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x 
*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y 
*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z 
topa(cnum+1,1)=rnode 
topa(cnum+1,2)=rux 
topa(cnum+1,3)=ruy 
topa(cnum+1,4)=ruz 
rnode=node(-.729 , 0 ,-3.3564 ) 
*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x 
*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y 
*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z 
bota(cnum+1,1)=rnode 
bota(cnum+1,2)=rux 
bota(cnum+1,3)=ruy 
bota(cnum+1,4)=ruz 
rnode=node(-.729 , 0 ,-2.929 ) 
*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x 
*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y 
*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z 
centa(cnum+1,1)=rnode 
centa(cnum+1,2)=rux 
centa(cnum+1,3)=ruy 
centa(cnum+1,4)=ruz 
rrot(cnum+1,4)=(topa(cnum+1,3)-bota(cnum+1,3))/2/crad 
rrot(cnum+1,3)=(topa(cnum+1,4)-bota(cnum+1,4))/2/crad 
(Commands for cnum=2 to 31 have been deleted for brevity. These have been 
generated from a BASIC program from the input coil geometry) 
 
cnum= 32  
rnode=node( 2.5971 , 0 , .84 ) 
*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x 
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*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y 
*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z 
topa(cnum+1,1)=rnode 
topa(cnum+1,2)=rux 
topa(cnum+1,3)=ruy 
topa(cnum+1,4)=ruz 
rnode=node( 3.5029 , 0 , .84 ) 
*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x 
*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y 
*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z 
bota(cnum+1,1)=rnode 
bota(cnum+1,2)=rux 
bota(cnum+1,3)=ruy 
bota(cnum+1,4)=ruz 
rnode=node( 3.05 , 0 , .84 ) 
*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x 
*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y 
*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z 
centa(cnum+1,1)=rnode 
centa(cnum+1,2)=rux 
centa(cnum+1,3)=ruy 
centa(cnum+1,4)=ruz 
rrot(cnum+1,4)=(topa(cnum+1,3)-bota(cnum+1,3))/2/crad 
rrot(cnum+1,3)=(topa(cnum+1,4)-bota(cnum+1,4))/2/crad 
*vwrite,1,topa(1,1),topa(1,2),topa(1,3),topa(1,4),bota(1,1),bota(1,2),b
ota(1,3),bota(1,4) 
(f5.1,f10.2,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5,f10.2,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5) 
*vwrite 
(' Centers and Rotation about a Global Radius') 
*vwrite,1,centa(1,1),centa(1,2),centa(1,3),centa(1,4),rrot(1,4),rrot(1,
3) 
(f5.1,f10.2,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5) 
*end do 
*cfclose 
fini 
/exit,nosave 
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Appendix E 
BASIC Code for Generating the ANSYS Displacement Post-Processor 
let ptype$="EQ" 
let mod$="tsu" 
let forceman$="off"  
let forceman$="on"    ! forces the dr to be .04m 
let manthick=.005 
let flangthick=.009 
let gap=.001 
let coilrad=.425 
let torrad=2.929 
when error in 
unsave "post.inp" 
let runn=22 
use 
end when 
 OPEN #1:name "post.inp",create newold 
if mod$="tsu" then let rstart=12 
if mod$="tsu" then let rend=43 
!if mod$="tsu" then let rstart=37 
!if mod$="tsu" then let rend=43 
data 1,PSS,0.0,-1.0300,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8026,489,2896 
data 2,PSS,0.0,-0.6900,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,26,489,2896 
data 3,PSS,0.0,-0.3500,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,26,489,2896 
data 4,PSS,0.0,-0.0100,90.0,0.8800,0.1248,0.3000,1711.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,26,489,2896 
data 5,PSS,0.0,0.3800,90.0,0.8800,0.0960,0.4000,1757,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,20,502,2925 
data 6,PSS,0.0,0.8750,90.0,0.8800,0.0768,0.5100,1820,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,16,520,3000 
data 7,PSS,0.0,1.4050,90.0,0.8800,0.0864,0.4700,1834,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,18,524,3035 
data 8,PSS,0.0,1.9550,90.0,0.8800,0.0672,0.5500,1708,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,14,488,2800 
data 9,PSS,0.0,2.5100,90.0,0.8800,0.0768,0.4800,1568,.0,3.5000,14.9300,4.8000,16,448,2576 
data 10,PSS,0.0,3.1550,90.0,0.8800,0.0480,0.7300,1627.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,10,465,2640 
data 11,PSS,0.0,3.7700,90.0,0.8800,0.0864,0.4200,1676.5000,3.5000,14.9300,4.8,18,479,2778 
data 12,TSS,0.0,4.1500,90.0,0.4050,0.0448,0.0800,102,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,16,68,183 
data 13,TSS,0.0,4.2500,90.0,0.4050,0.0308,0.0800,72,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,11,48,127 
data 14,TSS,0.0,4.3500,90.0,0.4050,0.0420,0.0800,97.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,15,65,174 
data 15,TSS,0.0,4.4500,90.0,0.4050,0.0560,0.0800,133.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,89,243 
data 16,TSS,0.0,4.6000,90.0,0.4050,0.0420,.18,247.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,15,165,441 
data 17,TSS,0.0,4.8000,90.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,336,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,224,609 
data 18,TSS,0.0,5,.0,90.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,340.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,227,617 
data 19,TSS,0.0100,5.2420,85.2630,0.4050,0.0784,.18,481.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,28,321,896 
data 20,TSS,0.0400,5.4820,80.5260,0.4050,0.0252,.18,400,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,100,263 
data 21,TSS,0.0900,5.7190,75.7890,0.4050,0.0280,.18,440,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,110,290 
data 22,TSS,0.1590,5.9510,71.0530,0.4050,0.0280,.18,440,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,110,290 
data 23,TSS,0.2470,6.1770,66.3160,0.4050,0.0280,.18,448,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,112,295 
data 24,TSS,0.3530,6.3940,61.5790,0.4050,0.0280,.18,448,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,112,295 
data 25,TSS,0.4770,6.6020,56.8420,0.4050,0.0280,.18,452,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,113,298 
data 26,TSS,0.6180,6.7990,52.1050,0.4050,0.0280,.18,456,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,114,300 
data 27,TSS,0.7740,6.9840,47.3680,0.4050,0.0280,.18,456,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,114,300 
data 28,TSS,0.9450,7.1550,42.6320,0.4050,0.0280,.18,460,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,115,303 
data 29,TSS,1.1300,7.3110,37.8950,0.4050,0.0280,.18,460,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,115,303 
data 30,TSS,1.3270,7.4520,33.1580,0.4050,0.0308,.18,468,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,117,309 
data 31,TSS,1.5350,7.5760,28.4210,0.4050,0.0308,.18,468,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,117,309 
data 32,TSS,1.7520,7.6820,23.6840,0.4050,0.0308,.18,472,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,118,311 
data 33,TSS,1.9780,7.7700,18.9470,0.4050,0.0308,.18,472,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,118,311 
data 34,TSS,2.2100,7.8390,14.2110,0.4050,0.0308,.18,476,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,11,119,314 
data 35,TSS,2.4470,7.8890,9.4740,0.4050,0.0280,.18,444,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,10,111,292 
data 36,TSS,2.6870,7.9190,4.7370,0.4050,0.0896,.18,546,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,32,364,1027 
data 37,TSS,2.9290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0756,.18,469.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,27,313,871 
data 38,TSS,3.1290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0532,.18,319.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,19,213,577 
data 39,TSS,3.3290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0672,.18,406.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,24,271,746 
data 40,TSS,3.4790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0588,0.0800,138,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,21,92,251 
data 41,TSS,3.5790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0534,0.0800,265.5000,1.5000,12.10,1.57,34,177,480 
data 42,TSS,3.6740,7.9290,0.0,0.4150,0.0079,0.0500,-19.5000,1.5000,12.10,1.5700,5,13,35 
data 43,TSS,3.7690,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0958,0.0800,484.5000,1.50,12.1000,1.57,61,323,919 
data 44,TSS,4.0390,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.1036,0.0800,520.5000,1.50,12.10,1.5700,66,347,995 
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data 45,TSS,4.1340,7.9290,0.0,0.4150,0.0361,0.0500,-97.50,1.50,12.1000,1.5700,23,65,177 
data 46,TSS,4.2290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0565,0.0800,282,.0,1.50,12.1000,1.5700,36,188,512 
data 47,TSS,4.3290,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0532,0.0800,124.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,19,83,225 
data 48,TSS,4.4790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,340.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,227,617 
data 49,TSS,4.6790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0560,.18,343.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,20,229,623 
data 50,TSS,4.8790,7.9290,0.0,0.4050,0.0532,.18,325.5000,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,19,217,588 
data 51,TSS,5.1210,7.9390,4.7370,0.4050,0.0700,.18,426,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,25,284,784 
data 52,TSS,5.3610,7.9690,9.4740,0.4050,0.0224,.18,356,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,8,89,233 
data 53,TSS,5.5980,8.0190,14.2110,0.4050,0.0252,.18,388,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,97,254 
data 54,TSS,5.8300,8.0880,18.9470,0.4050,0.0252,.18,388,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,97,254 
data 55,TSS,6.0560,8.1760,23.6840,0.4050,0.0252,.18,392,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,98,257 
data 56,TSS,6.2730,8.2820,28.4210,0.4050,0.0252,.18,396,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,99,260 
data 57,TSS,6.4810,8.4060,33.1580,0.4050,0.0252,.18,400,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,100,263 
data 58,TSS,6.6780,8.5470,37.8950,0.4050,0.0252,.18,400,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,100,263 
data 59,TSS,6.8630,8.7030,42.6320,0.4050,0.0252,.18,404,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,101,265 
data 60,TSS,7.0340,8.8740,47.3680,0.4050,0.0252,.18,404,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,101,265 
data 61,TSS,7.1900,9.0590,52.1050,0.4050,0.0252,.18,408,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,102,268 
data 62,TSS,7.3310,9.2560,56.8420,0.4050,0.0252,.18,408,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,102,268 
data 63,TSS,7.4550,9.4640,61.5790,0.4050,0.0252,.18,408,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,102,268 
data 64,TSS,7.5610,9.6810,66.3160,0.4050,0.0252,.18,412,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,103,271 
data 65,TSS,7.6490,9.9070,71.0530,0.4050,0.0252,.18,412,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,103,271 
data 66,TSS,7.7180,10.1390,75.7890,0.4050,0.0252,.18,412,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,103,271 
data 67,TSS,7.7680,10.3760,80.5260,0.4050,0.0252,.18,388,.0,4.0,14.0,,2.8,9,97,254 
data 68,TSS,7.7980,10.6160,85.2630,0.4050,0.0700,.18,423,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,25,282,778 
data 69,TSS,7.8080,10.8580,90.0,0.4050,0.0476,.18,279,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,17,186,500 
data 70,TSS,7.8080,11.0580,90.0,0.4050,0.0168,.18,96,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,6,64,166 
data 71,TSS,7.8080,11.2580,90.0,0.4050,0.0168,.18,87,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,6,58,151 
data 72,DSS,7.8080,11.4330,90.0,1.08,0.0288,0.4300,900,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,9,225,1546 
data 73,TSS,7.8080,11.4580,90.0,0.4050,0.0056,.18,30,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,2,20,52 
data 74,TSS,7.8080,11.6580,90.0,0.4050,0.0028,.18,6,.0,1.5000,14.0,,2.8,1,4,11 
data 75,DSS,7.8080,11.8830,90.0,1.08,0.0384,0.4300,1188,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,12,297,2049 
data 76,DSS,7.8080,12.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,536,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,134,916 
data 77,DSS,7.8080,12.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0224,0.4800,792,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,7,198,1357 
data 78,DSS,7.8080,13.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,588,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,147,1005 
data 79,DSS,7.8080,13.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0192,0.4800,628,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,6,157,1074 
data 80,DSS,7.8080,14.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,484,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,121,827 
data 81,DSS,7.8080,14.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0160,0.4800,560,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,5,140,957 
data 82,DSS,7.8080,15.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0096,0.4800,272,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,3,68,464 
data 83,DSS,7.8080,15.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,392,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,98,669 
data 84,DSS,7.8080,16.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 85,DSS,7.8080,16.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 86,DSS,7.8080,17.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 87,DSS,7.8080,17.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 88,DSS,7.8080,18.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 89,DSS,7.8080,18.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 90,DSS,7.8080,19.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 91,DSS,7.8080,19.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 92,DSS,7.8080,20.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,396,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,99,676 
data 93,DSS,7.8080,20.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 94,DSS,7.8080,21.3580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,400,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,100,683 
data 95,DSS,7.8080,21.8580,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.4800,408,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,102,696 
data 96,DSS,7.8080,22.6080,90.0,1.08,0.0128,0.9800,984,.0,4.0,15.4,3.2,4,246,1680 
dim 
n(100),c$(100),z(100),x(100),theta(100),r(100),dr(100),dz(100),cur(100) 
dim xptb(100),zptb(100) 
dim xpi(100),zpi(100),xpo(100),zpo(100) 
for i=1 to 96 
read 
n(i),c$(i),z(i),x(i),theta(i),r(i),dr(i),dz(i),ni,amp,wic,hic,layers,nt
,length 
if forceman$="on" then 
if i>18 and i<37 then let dr(i)=.04 
end if 
let r(i)=r(i)+dr(i)/2 
let xptb(i)=x(i)-3.904   -.975 
let zptb(i)=z(i)-torrad 
let xpi(i)=x(i)-r(i)*cos(theta(i)*pi/180)-3.904   -.975 
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let zpi(i)=z(i)+r(i)*sin(theta(i)*pi/180)-torrad 
let xpo(i)=x(i)+r(i)*cos(theta(i)*pi/180)-5.0 
let zpo(i)=z(i)-r(i)*sin(theta(i)*pi/180)-torrad 
next i 
 
!set window -5,25,-5,25 
set window -3,5,-4,4 
plot 0,0;1,0 
plot 0,0;0,1 
for i=1 to 96 
plot x(i)-3.904-.975,z(i)-torrad; 
next i 
plot x(i-1)-3.904-.975,z(i-1)-torrad 
for i=1 to 96 
plot xptb(i),zptb(i); 
next i 
plot xptb(i-1),zptb(i-1) 
for i=1 to 96 
plot xpi(i),zpi(i); 
plot 1.03*xpi(i),1.03*zpi(i); 
plot xpi(i),zpi(i); 
next i 
plot xpi(i-1),zpi(i-1) 
for i=1 to 96 
plot xpo(i),zpo(i); 
next i 
plot xpo(i-1),zpo(i-1) 
  
print#1: "/batch" 
print#1: "/post1" 
if ptype$="EQ" then print#1: "!       Equatorial Plane" 
print#1: "file,ts"&str$(runn)&",rst" 
print#1: "set" 
print#1: "coilrad=.425" 
print#1: "crad=.425" 
print#1: "*dim,topA,array,35,4" 
print#1: "*dim,botA,array,35,4" 
print#1: "*dim,innera,array,35,4" 
print#1: "*dim,outera,array,35,4" 
print#1: "*dim,centA,array,35,4" 
print#1: "*dim,rrot,array,35,4" 
print#1: "local,12,1,0,0,0,0,-90,0" 
print#1: "*cfopen,post"&str$(runn)&"a" 
print#1: "*do,setnum,1,5,1" 
print#1: "set,setnum" 
print#1: "csys,0" 
print#1: "rsys,12" 
print#1: "esel,mat,1" 
print#1: "nelem" 
for i=1 to 96 
if i>=rstart and i<=rend then 
print#1: "cnum=";i-rstart+1 
print#1: "rnode=node(";xpi(i);",";0;",";zpi(i);")" 
print#1: "*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x" 
print#1: "*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y" 
print#1: "*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z" 
!print#1: "nsel,node,rnod,rnod,1" 
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print#1: "topa(cnum+1,1)=rnode" 
print#1: "topa(cnum+1,2)=rux" 
print#1: "topa(cnum+1,3)=ruy" 
print#1: "topa(cnum+1,4)=ruz" 
 
print#1: "rnode=node(";xpo(i);",";0;",";zpo(i);")" 
print#1: "*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x" 
print#1: "*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y" 
print#1: "*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z" 
!print#1: "nsel,node,rnod,rnod,1" 
print#1: "bota(cnum+1,1)=rnode" 
print#1: "bota(cnum+1,2)=rux" 
print#1: "bota(cnum+1,3)=ruy" 
print#1: "bota(cnum+1,4)=ruz" 
 
print#1: "rnode=node(";xptb(i);",";0;",";zptb(i);")" 
print#1: "*get,rux,node,rnode,U,x" 
print#1: "*get,ruy,node,rnode,U,y" 
print#1: "*get,ruz,node,rnode,U,z" 
!print#1: "nsel,node,rnod,rnod,1" 
print#1: "centa(cnum+1,1)=rnode" 
print#1: "centa(cnum+1,2)=rux" 
print#1: "centa(cnum+1,3)=ruy" 
print#1: "centa(cnum+1,4)=ruz" 
print#1: "rrot(cnum+1,4)=(topa(cnum+1,3)-bota(cnum+1,3))/2/crad" 
print#1: "rrot(cnum+1,3)=(topa(cnum+1,4)-bota(cnum+1,4))/2/crad" 
 
end if 
next i 
print#1: 
"*vwrite,1,topa(1,1),topa(1,2),topa(1,3),topa(1,4),bota(1,1),bota(1,2),
bota(1,3),bota(1,4)" 
print#1: "(f5.1,f10.2,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5,f10.2,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5)" 
print#1: "*vwrite" 
print#1: "(' Centers and Rotation about a Global Radius')" 
print#1: 
"*vwrite,1,centa(1,1),centa(1,2),centa(1,3),centa(1,4),rrot(1,4),rrot(1
,3)" 
print#1: "(f5.1,f10.2,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5,f12.5)" 
print#1: "*end do" 
print#1: "*cfclose" 
print#1: "fini" 
print#1: "/exit,nosave" 
end 
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